Transportation Electrification Infrastructure Needs Analysis

Charger density heat maps: Transit and school buses
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Transit buses
Scenario: Business as usual
Year: 2020

Note: transit bus chargers using direct current fast charger.
Transit buses
Scenario: Business as usual
Year: 2025

Note: transit bus chargers using direct current fast charger.
Transit buses
Scenario: Business as usual
Year: 2030

Note: transit bus chargers using direct current fast charger.
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Scenario: Business as usual
Year: 2035

Note: transit bus chargers using direct current fast charger.
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Scenario: Rapid recovery
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Note: transit bus chargers using direct current fast charger.
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Scenario: Rapid recovery
Year: 2025

Note: Transit bus chargers using direct current fast charger.
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Scenario: Rapid recovery
Year: 2030

Note: transit bus chargers using direct current fast charger.
Transit buses

Scenario: Rapid recovery
Year: 2035

Note: transit bus chargers using direct current fast charger.
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Scenario: Slow recovery
Year: 2020

Note: transit bus chargers using direct current fast charger.
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Scenario: Slow recovery
Year: 2025

Note: transit bus chargers using direct current fast charger.
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Scenario: Slow recovery
Year: 2030

Note: transit bus chargers using direct current fast charger.
Transit buses
Scenario: Slow recovery
Year: 2035

Note: transit bus chargers using direct current fast charger.
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Scenario: Business as usual
Year: 2020

Note: school bus chargers using level 2 charger.
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Scenario: Business as usual
Year: 2025

Note: school bus chargers using level 2 charger.
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Scenario: Business as usual
Year: 2030

Note: school bus chargers using level 2 charger.
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Scenario: Business as usual
Year: 2035

Note: school bus chargers using level 2 charger.
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Scenario: Rapid recovery
Year: 2020

Note: school bus chargers using level 2 charger.
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Scenario: Rapid recovery
Year: 2025

Note: school bus chargers using level 2 charger.
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Scenario: Rapid recovery
Year: 2030

Note: school bus chargers using level 2 charger.
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Scenario: Rapid recovery
Year: 2035

Note: school bus chargers using level 2 charger.
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Scenario: Slow recovery
Year: 2020

Note: school bus chargers using level 2 charger.
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Scenario: Slow recovery
Year: 2025

Note: school bus chargers using level 2 charger.
School buses
Scenario: Slow recovery
Year: 2030

Note: school bus chargers using level 2 charger.
School buses
Scenario: Slow recovery
Year: 2035

Note: school bus chargers using level 2 charger.